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Bridge lamp shade parts

Floor Lamp &amp;amp; Bridge Lamp Components page 2 Here you will find almost everything you need to build a new one, or repair old floor lamps, bridge lights, or torch lamps. We carry a large inventory, but if we do not have it, we can usually order it for you and have it within a week.
Click here if you are looking for Hannah Murphy Lamps Table Lamps &amp;amp; Lampshades Order line: 1-888-640-LAMP (5267) We accept direct credit card payments. Other credit card payments are only accepted via PayPal. Contact in advance to determine the shipping cost. We do
not have shopping carts or order forms on our website intentionally. We want to talk to you to make sure the items you order will meet your needs for your particular light project. If something is not the right size, return shipping is expensive for you and for us, so we want to make every effort
to get it right the first time! Click on any image to enlarge the Bridge Lights click on this link to see more Bridge Lamps Dragon Bridge Lamps Blue Crown Bridge Lamp T&amp;amp; A Bridge Lamp More Bridge Lamps Bridge Lampshades Swivels for Bridge Lamp Click on the image to
enlarge the Standard Swivel comes with an additional nipple length of 1/8 IP 3/8 to attach to the socket cap. Unfinished Brass $8 Antique Finish $10 Click on the image to enlarge Wing Nut Swivels for Bridge Lamps 1/8 IP nipple end attached to the socket cap Unfinished Solid Brass $11
Antique finish Brass $12 Play old style attached to the socket cap is no longer available. Brass Playing Brass $12; Add $2 more to antique Brass Ratchet Play finishing $25 Tapped 1/8F x 1/8F each end Add $2 more to Antique Finish Click this link for Bridge Arms Click the catalog image
link above to see more bridge arms in stock Bridge Lamp Glass Shade Holders (click image to enlarge) Most Popular 1 2-1/4 Glass Holder Click on image to enlarge Indicated in Unfinished Brass $9.00 Add $2 to finishing antique Husks Brass Swing Arms A681 8 DISCONTINUED A682 10
when fully extended Click on image to enlarge Assembly Cluster – See Socket connecting Antique Parts &amp; Vintage Lamps This is an antique, but we have new replacement parts for Candle Sockets, 3-way Mogul Sockets, Mogul socket holders, 10-inch Bowl Reflectors, Rotary
Switches, Large Mogul Light Bulbs, and Candle Covers, Wax Plates (Bobesches) If you need a complete 3-arm Cluster assembly for this type of lamp, we also carry them. This is the old floor light Mogul Reflector Candelabra to show the configuration of cluster 3 lamps center holder
(holding mogul socket), and 10 reflector bowl sitting on the holder. It requires a lampshades with reflector cables - small humps on the upper cross wires that fit on the top edge of the bowl. Click here for another very nice restored Vintage Mogul Floor lamp for sale Click on the image to
enlarge the 3-Way 3-Way Switches for traditional floor lamps Operate 3 arm lamps on old floor lamps. 2-circuit, position 4: Off -L1-L2-L1+2 Floor Lamp Shade A color with a large opening at the top is recommended so that the light bulb heat escapes. Large 3-Way Mogul bulbs can create
too much heat for shadows with a small opening. This can be a fire hazard, or at least - it will shorten the lifespan of your lampshades by changing colors and drying them causing them to disintegrate. Click here for Lampshades for Floor Lamps or here for Lampshade Restoration
Bobesches for Floor Lamp Candle Socket Click on any image to enlarge to full size we usually have a good supply of this 4 carton cover for floor light candle sockets – white and beige colors. Candle Covers - Call for availability &amp;amp; Candle Sockets price (the most commonly used
style for traditional floor light sockets is 30759A Leviton Brand) Click on the image to enlarge to full size Candle Plates Heavy Duty Steel Floor Lamp Pipe with one inch OF IP thread 1/4 at each end click here for Lamp Pipe Size chart 42 $10.0046 $11.00 48 $12.9 50 $13.00 52 $14.00 54
$14.50 55 $15.50 58 $16.50 00 60 $18.00 Delivery tube box $16-$20 depending on Short Brass Pipe & destination; Bent Arms (call for price &amp; availability) Bent Figurine Pipes is a special order. There are too many types and sizes for us to keep them all in stock. TUBING FOR FLOOR
LAMPS Almost all manufacturers have stopped making brass tubes due to high metal prices. We quickly drained our inventory! Click on the image to enlarge to full size Some Tubing Brass left in stock: (call for current prices – they have doubled in the last year due to fluctuating metal
prices!) 3/4 Arising Ivy, Brass (discontinued by manufacturer) 1 Arising Ivy, Brass 3/4 Reeded, Unfinished Brass 1 Reeded, Unfinished Brass 1 Reeded, Brass, Polished &amp; Done 1 Aluminum, Antique Brass Finish 1 Fine Brass, Polished &amp; Laced 1-1/4 Aluminum, Antique Brass
Finished Brass Rope, Brass Twist, Brass Hexagon NOTE: Obviously, the last manufacturer of brass tubing in the U.S. finally biting We can't find a tube supplier anywhere in the country! We still have limited supplies, but when it's gone, we can't get it anymore unless we want to buy a whole
shipload from China! (and we don't.....) Floor Light Base For more bases, click here: more Light Bases for Floor Lamps click this link for Lamp Columns Click on any image to enlarge to full size Click on any image to enlarge Most of these cast metal pieces have by the manufacturer - a call
for the remaining stock. Rest Lamp click this link for more Rest and Rest Lights click here for Onyx &amp;amp; Marble Breaks Almost all of our Onyx are from Pakistan. We're having a hard time getting our size for use for building lamps. Call to see if we still have what you need. Click on
any image to enlarge to full size this link for Reflector Bowls for 3-candelabra with Floor Light Socket Mogul Big Mogul Socket For Other Sockets, click here: Big Base Mogul 3-Way Bulb Socket $9 D351 $6 Mogul Socket Reducer (allows regular use of medium base light bulb) Note : You
lose the 3-way capability when using this HoldersClick Socket reduce on any image to enlarge to full size Other Socket Holders for 2-1/4 fitter Glass Items 10928u Unfinished Brass ($25.00) displayed on the left holding a standard mid-size turn-knob socket. Shown here with Neck Adapter
($6.00) 1/4F IPS bottom, 1/8M IPS top (bottom fit standard 1/4 IPS floor lamp pipe size; top fit standard 1/8 IPS socket.) 10928AB antique finish, $30.00.Item E463 shown on the right is 5 high, and holds only mogul socket. The hole at the bottom slips over the IPS pipe 1/4. Will not accept
standard intermediate base sockets, as turn knobs do not line up with holes on the sides of the holder. $20.00 click this link for many options There is a big difference in the quality of the socket. The Deluxe socket shown below is much heavier than standard, and much easier to assemble
&amp;amp; disassembled, compared to regular snap-in type sockets. The shell is threaded at both ends. The captive ring slips on top of the hat, and threads into the top of the shell after transfer. Couldn't be easier! If you've ever had to unpack a regular snap-in socket, you'll really
appreciate this feature. The old regular snap-in socket is fine, until you get ready to separate them. Nine times out of 10, you'll break the socket trying to pry the cap or when applying pressure where it says, Press Here. The Deluxe Socket solves this problem, and is worth the price
difference. Power Cord Sets Available in Lengths of 8', 12', 15 or 16' Click on any image to enlarge Reproduction of Vintage Cable Plugs with Oak Leaf molds – Brown $6.00 Limited Supply Click on image to enlarge Torchiere Lamp Shades &amp; Holders Torchiere Lamp click here for more
images of Torchiere Lamp click on the image to enlarge to full size click here for Ring Chairs, Washers, Nuts, etc. Other Lamp Parts click here for Shadow Holders for Bridge Lamp Glass Shades click here for Glass Lampshades for Bridge Lamps New link: New Lamp Section Vintage Lamp
Section Previous page sent email to: hannah@toledotel.com Back to Hannah Murphy Lamps &amp; Lampshades Home Page Menu © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Bridge lights have a distinctive design and know for the Bridge is the keystone and can have almost any
design you want according to your decoration or personality. Bridges can be made of brass or iron can have almost any design you want on it. The nuances of the bridge floor lamp can be made of glass or fabric. Shades of glass bridge lights are connected to the lamp with shade 2 1/4. The
shades of the fabric bridge lamp are connected to the socket with the UNO thread shell in the socket. You can identify the part of the lamp you need by name and click on the inside of the image for the related product on the Bridge Floor Lamp Section. Once you've identified the part of the
lamp you need by name, visit our How to section for the right size. To Order Online Apply To Wholesale Account For Customer OEM Socket Lamp, Cables, Lamp Switches, E26 and GU-24 Black Plastic Lamps and FIXTURE SOCKETS, Socket Parts and Adapters Electrical Lamp Parts and



Electronic Switch Accessories, Dimmers, Light Controls Lamp Cluster Sockets, Cluster Heads, Cluster Bodies LAMP CORD PLUGS LAMP CORD, Lamp Wire Lamps Make Supplies and Lamp Wiring Kit LAMP SOKET, Size Candelabra (E12) LAMP SOCKETS, Halogen / Flourescent Bulbs
&amp; LAMP SOCKETS Parts, Medium Base - COMPLETE w/Metal Shell LAMP SETS, Medium Base Fixture &amp;amp; LAMP SOCKETS Candle, Lamp SWITCHES Parts, Dimmers Porcelain Lamp Sockets, Candelabra, Medium, Mogul, and GU-24 LAMP PARTS Bases, Breaks,
Cylinders Brass Finials, Knobs, Tassels, Caps Canopies And Back Plates Clusters and Bodies Crossbars &amp; Hickeys Body Fixture Parts, Necks, &amp; Breaking Lamp Arm, Back Of Arm, &amp;amp; Cupping LAMP CHAIN Chain Accessories Nuts, Washing Machines, Seating Rings,
Vase Caps Ornaments &amp;amp; Pipe Metal Chandelier Parts, Nipples,&amp;; Reference Bar Book Screws and Locks Shade HolderS SWIVELS, Connectors, Loops / Hooks Tools and Supplies for Lamps Making Tubes and Columns Fabric Lamp Shades, HARPS, HARPS, FINIALS
Glass Lamp Shades Glass Lamp Shades by Color Glass Lamp Size Metal Lamp Shades Ceiling Lamps Prisms Crystal Chandelier Parts, Chandeliers, Crystal Prisms, and Chandeliers Candle Covers &amp; Light Bulbs Candle Cover &amp; Candle Sleeves Industrial Light Bulbs &amp; Mid-
Century Modern Lamp &amp; Lighting Section, Sections, and Accessories Lantern Hall, Floor and Table      
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